Occurrence of Whip Spiders (Arachnida:Amblypygi) in Isolated Fragments of Atlantic Forest in a Northeastern Brazilian Metropolis: Perspective for New Studies
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Abstract: The objective was to register occurrence of the genus Charinus Simon, 1892, in two isolated fragments of Atlantic Rain Forest in Salvador; the Metropolitan Park of Pituaçu with 382 ha and 19º "Batalhão de Caçadores" - Brazilian Army with about 166 ha. A total of 17 individuals have been collected through samples of leaf litter, all of them from genus Charinus. Although the reduced abundance, it was noted that the individuals of this sort can be found in urban fragments that show high degree of isolation and with historical of intense anthropic perturbation, however, the richness is rather low.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Urban forest fragments are excellent refuges for various groups of animals and plants, which otherwise could not remain in predominantly urban areas (Brown Jr & Freitas, 2003; Vasconcelos et al., 2009).

The order Amblypygi consists of five families, composed of 136 species (Harvey, 2002), distributed mainly in the tropics, which occur in the formations of forest and caves (Harvey, 2003). They are strictly nocturnal animal habits, and many species are troglobomorphic (Weygoldt, 2000). Commonly known as whip spiders.

Amblypygids are little known animals, being included in the group of microdiverse arachnids, which have been neglected in relation to megadiverses: Araneae, Acariformes and Parasitiformes (Harvey, 2002), which justifies the need to intensify studies related to this order. 23 Neotropical species of the genus Charinus (Giupponi & Kury, 2002) are known, seven of which occur in Brazil, being: C. schirchii Mello-Leitão, 1931; C. brasilianus Weygoldt, 1972; C. montanus Weygoldt, 1972; C. asturius Pinto da Rocha, Machado &Weygoldt, 2002; C. acaraje Pinto da Rocha, Machado & Weygoldt, 2002; C. mysticus Giupponi & Kury, 2002; C. troglobiysi Baptista &Giupponi, 2002 and C. eleonorae. The specimens collected in this study belong to a new species of the genus Charinus that is being described by Giupponi, APL (National Museum of Rio de Janeiro - UFRJ).

The objective was to record the occurrence of non-troglomorous amblypygids in fragments isolated from the Atlantic Forest of Northeast Brazil.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Six fragments were studied in the urban area of Salvador, Bahia. The dominant vegetation is the Atlantic Rain Forest, which predominate on the Brazilian Atlantic coast, these fragments are part of priority areas for the conservation of invertebrates, which is classified in status of high biological importance (Conservation International do Brasil et al., 2000). The “Parque Metropolitanode Pituaçu -
PMP (12° 56'33"S and 38° 24'22"W) which has 382 ha; the forest fragment of the 19ª “Batalhão de Caçadores” - 19BC (12° 57'33"S and 38° 27'34"W) 166 ha; the 4th “Companhia de Guarda de Salvador” - 4ªCG (12°58'29.67"S 38°26'35.17"W) with 60 ha; the forest fragment of the company “Grande Moinho Aratu” - GMA (12°47'32"S 38°28'15.3"W), 5 ha; the “Jardim Botânico de Salvador - JBS, (12°59'57.99"S 38°28'17.12"W) with 18 ha and the “Parque Juventino Silva” - PJS (12°59'57.99"S 38°28'17.12"W), with 72 hectares.

Sampling was carried out in the sporadic period from 2000 to 2008. The following collection methods were applied in their respective study areas: pitfall trap (19 BC, GMA, PJS and PMP), nocturnal manual collection (4th-GS, JBS, PJS and PMP), Berlese funnel (19 BC, GMA and PMP) and the Winkler Extractor (GMA, PJS, JBS and 4th-GS). In total, 367 samples of 50x50cm litter (totaling 92m2) were installed, 390 pitfalls were installed, and a sampling effort of 115h nocturnal.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Eighteen specimens of amblypygids were found in the “Parque Metropolitano de Pituaçu” in the leaf litter samples, using the Berlese funnel in the year 2004 and only one in the 19BC, through the pitfall trap in 2005. Amblypygids were more abundant in areas with dense canopy and with a higher frequency of fallen logs, confirming Baptista & Giupponi (2002), who indicate that in Brazil most species of this genus live under logs and rocks in the Atlantic Forest.

Despite the occurrence of the genus Charinus in Atlantic Forest environments, it has already been reported by Baptista & Giupponi (2002) and Pinto-da-Rocha et al. (2002), this is the first record of the genus Charinus to the city of Salvador, since in previous works (Baptista & Giupponi, 2002, Giupponi & Kury, 2002) report the occurrence of this genus in Bahia associated only to the caves of The Serra do Ramalho in Carinhanha, Pedra do Sino in Santa Luzia and Encantados in Gentio do Ouro.

Dias and Machado (2006) have found that amblypygids have a preference for large trees and suggest that human disturbance promoted by selective logging or forest degradation due to habitat fragmentation and edge effect may have a negative effect on the spatial distribution and therefore on the density of these animals. Therefore, considering the great effort in time and space and the variety of methods used, it is inferred that the intense human pressure on the urban systems of Atlantic Rains Forest, causes a significant reduction in abundance and richness of the order Amblypygi.
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